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B.I''I{OVTC

Tribology in Industry at the Zlst century
threshold

In the past twenty vears journal Tri-
bology in Industry has regularly been
published quarterly, as the first and
sti l l  the only journal of this kind on
tl ie territory of former \irgoslavia,
regardless of ir l l  the changes that oc-
cuned l 'rere in the nteantime, both in
polit ical and economic sense. The
last  tu ,o issues publ ished in 1998.
(Septenrber  and December issue) ,
have presented, anrong others, the
structure and uumberof  sc ient i f ic  pa-
pers in whicll were, in the past period,
published results of tribological re-
searcl'r, reaiizcd on )'ugoslav territoq,
and a iso in  c l ther  inc lust r ia i  countr ies.

In th is  year  1999,  t l re  journ i r l  Tr ibolo-
gy in Inclustry begins its third decacle,
unfor tunate ly  in  the most  d i f f icu l t
conditions so far. The state of war in
our  country that  is  in  force s ince
March prevented publ ish ing of  th is
year's f irst issue, though it was alrea-
cly prepar-ed lbr printing. This is the.
rnain reason that t lre l,{arch issue of
our  j t rur i ta l  appears in  June.

Besides the issue in Serbian. with ab-
stracts in English lncl Russian, the
Editorial Boarcl, rvith approval ancl
on init i:rt ive of the Yugoslav Tiibolo-
g-v Sircietv Executive IJoarcl. prepafes
ancl  pul r l ishes.  s ince 1997,  a lso the
issue in Englisii entit leci Ti ' i trology in
In t l us t r y  u , i t h  t he  sepa r i r t e  ISSN
nurnber. The Editor of this issue alsc'r
is Firculty of N{echarricirl Elgineerinr
in h,.r'u.gLr.jevac.

In i ts  th i rd decade,  which main ly
coincides. with the first decade of the
21st century, the journal's Editorial
Board obligation is, to the great ex-
tent ,  to  err r ich contents of  i ts  both
issues. This does not only apply to the

most important pird of the journal in
which are being published scientif ic
research results, realized in the area
oi tribology, but also to those por-
tions of the joumal in which are pre-
sented, to the scientif ic and expert
public, nervs form the world of tribo-
logy, both of the expert and informa-
tive chartrcters.

Into the new ceutrrry, tribologry as a
science and technology about  the
processes of friction, wear and lubri-
cat ion of  the t r ibo-mechanical  sy-
stems euters with numerous researclr
programs that are to the great extent

related to micro and nano-tribology.
Con tempor i r r y  me i l su r i ng  eq r r i p -
ment. l ike the AFM/FFM (Atomic
Force Mic:roscopy), enables studying
of contact surferces at the levels of
atomic and molecular  s izes,  namely
the nanometers level .  Studies of  con-
tact slrrfuces rouqhness, phenomena
of aclhesion. friction, wear, contact
l lyers c lest ruct ion.  l imi t ing lubr ica-
tion and nraterial transfer in the con-

tact zoue between tribo-mechanical
systems elements and envi ronnrent ,
wil l be conducted at the nanometers
level, with help of this instrumenta-
tion end tlre nerv meirsuring systenls,
rvhose c lcvelo l rmcnt  is  expectec l  in

l , 1ggg .

the forthcoming years. Many contact

surfaces of tribo-mechanical systems

elements are going to be machined,

in the coming century, by the new

machining processes, that belong to

nano-technology which was develo-

ped in the past few years in industrial

world.

In expert  l i terature,  especia l ly  in

scientif ic type journals and procee-

dings of papers presented at nume-

rous scientif ic cotrferences, one can

more and more f requent ly  come

across the opinion that basic restric-

tions for further development of in-

dustrial productions in the 2lst cen-

tury would l ie mainly in tribological

characteristics of tribo-mechanical
systems elements. Many mechanical

systems (production and other equip-

ment, transportation means, etc.) wil l

operate in the future under more se-

vere conditions than today. Outside
loads of the contact zone iu tritro-me-

chanical systems are going to be in-

creased, and the relative velocities as
rvell as aggressiveness of environ-

ment in which the contact is realized.

At the same time, necessityof greater

system's productivity, increase of the

cnergy efficiency ratio with simulta-

neous decrease of ellergy consump-

t ion in  t r i l lo-meciranical  systems

furrctioning, are constantly going to

rise in all the areas of industrial pro-

duction and transportation. These

requirements can be satisfied only by

increasing the wear res is t l rnce of  the
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contact lnyers of the tribo-mechani-
cal systems elements, try improve-
ment of theircharacteristics from the
aspect of fatigue aswell as byincrease
of their load carrying caprcity.

In the ye:rrs to come, besicles growing
application of tribological coatings of
existing types, and other procedures
for contrrct layers characteristics, it is
also expected the significant applica-
tion of the Duplex methods for coa-
tiu-qs deposition. Research, conduc-
ted until now, have shown that, for
instance, wear lesistance of contact
llyers created by the PVD TiN coa-
ting and nitriding (Duplcx system -
coating / nitriding), is far bigger than
wear resistance of contact layers
created only by PVD TiN coating or
application of the nitriding proce-
dure.

The wear resistancc of solid elements
of the tribo-mechanical systems de-
pends on, as it is well knorvn, tribolo-
gical properties of lubricants, whiclr
is usually present in the contact zo-
nes. Development in the area of Iu-
br-icants is very intensive; thus, it is
expected thzrt their tribological pro-
perties are going to be significantly
improved in the next decade.

Development and research in the
area of tribology impose a necessify
for constant quality control of the
tribo-mechanical systems solid ele-
ments ancl lubricants, both in the
phase of their development arrd pro-
duction as well as in the exploitation
phase, It is known that it is very hard
to create the contact layers of tlre
tribo-mechanical systems elernents,
or to manufircture lubricants, in such
a way that they exhibit excellent tri-
bological characteristics in all the
possible contact conditions (different

sliding speeds, loads, temperatures,
environmental aggressiveness).

Cont ro l  o f  t r ibo log ica l  charac-
teristics is a very complex problem
that has to be solved rvith application
of extremely precise measuring in-
stnlmentation, which woulcl be able
to produce sufficiently reliable infor-
mation of this kind. When the tribo-
logical properties of solid materials
are concerned, as r*'ell as those of
coatings, lubricants and procedures
for contact layers creation, their de-
termination is almost exclusively
done by rneasuring the friction force
in the contact zone and magnitude of
wear of the tribo-mechanicrl system
critical element. Appearance of coa-
tings on contact surfaces required de-
vclopment of instrumentation for
identification of load at which the
destruction of coating occurs, namely
destruction of its connection with
substrate.

Certain and not very large number of
institutes and companies in industrial
couutries have developed and is al-
ready producing several types of tri-
bometers, at which is possible to si-
mu!ate conditions of realization of
contact in real tril.ro-mechanical sy-
stems, both in production equipment
and transportation means. Tiibome-
ters Iike Pin-on-Disc, Block-on-Disc,
Four-Berll, and mauy others, are ai-
med for simulation of contacts in spe-
cific tribo-mechanical systems, and
they find their application in all the
major companies and laboratories.
Their developnent, however, is not
tinished. Almost every year new tri-
bometers appear, with certain irnpro-
vernents that are related to their
functioning and automatic proces-
sing of experimental results. Special
problem, that appearswith almost all

triLrometers, is related to measure-
ment of cr i t ical  elements wear magni-
tude, i.s today solved by application of
laser selunding tubes, or extremely
precise measudng sysiems for rrieas-
urenrent of line ar clisplacements.

University laboratories in Yugosla-
via, as well as laboratories in inde-
pendent institutes, are verypoorwith
this type of measuring and research
equipment. In two companies that
are dealing with manufhctu ring lubri-
cants in our couniry situation is so-
mewhat tretter, but it is very far from
being able to satisfy needs in this type
of operation. Appearance of new
small manufacturers of lubricants did
not lead to increase of number of
tribometers in Yugoslavin.

When tribology in the 21st century is
concerned, one fact should not be
neglected that knowledge, gathered
so f;rr in the area of tribologl, is not
sufficiently applied in practice. Ti.ibo-
logical  campaigns are being fre-
quently organized in industrially de-
ve lopec l  count r ies ,  s ince  i t  was
noticed thirt :rpplicirtion of existing
tribological knowledge can contribu-
te to better operation of industrial
systems, and that without introducing
expensive new technologies into the
production systems.

Journal Tiibology in industry (Serbi-
an language issue) will continue in
trying, within restrictions of its possi-
bilitie,s, to present to domestic scien-
tific and expert public, results of inve-
stigations that appear in the area of
tril''olory, not only in our country but
also from theworld. At the same time
journzrl Tiibology in Industry Gn-
glish language issue) will present re-
sults of Yugoslavian tribologists to
the rvorid public to a significantly
grefrter extent.

Tribolo.qt irt irtdtulm, \ 'olrrrne 21, No. l,1999.
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M. R. TANKOWC

Non-dirnensional Design Parameter
of Porous Metal Slide Bearings

In the papers regardingthe hydrodynamics theory ofporous metalbeoringlubication" publishedinwell-lcnown
joumals by the eminenrt authors such asV. T. Morya4 A. Camerc4 A. E. Stainsby, W. T. Rouleaq P. R. K
Murti and C. Ctuano, the non-dimewional drsign parameter (V) is emphasized as one of the most important
parantelen,

In dfugrams showing dependenq of the capacity, relative load, Ioad angle and friction parameters, this
parameter is being treatcd as an independent vaiable (abscissa of the diagram).

Beside s geomctry, y - parameter aLso incfudes the open porosity (P), represented indirectly by permeability (Q)
of porous bearing mateial. In [1J, upeimental dependence of permeability (A) on its open porosity ({):
Q = f(P), was shown for bronze \eith 1.5 o/o of graphite.

Tlis author has calculated the design non-dimensional parameter and is showing the values obtained in tables
and diagrams, for bearings made of brcnze wilh 1.5 VoG of graphite, whbh are made and wed in electromotor-
industry, all over Yugoslavia.

Keywortls: Metal Slide Beaings, Non-dimensional (permeability) parameter
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NOMENCLATURE

a - porosify exponent
C4, - coefficient of permeability
c - radial clearance
d - journal diameter
H - wall thickness of porous bearing
P - porosity of bearing material
@ - permeabil ity of bearing material
W - design (permeability) parameter

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In [1], Fig. 89.2, the experimental curves O = f(P) are
presented as exponential functions :

Q : Ce']to (1)

Using double logarithmic coordinates (log Il /og O) in-
stead oi usual semilogarithmic coordinates (P, log Q),
the exponential curues are becoming linear ones, valid
up to 35Vo porosiry',

The following results are obtained Fig. 89.2, [1] from:

P7 = 20Vo, Qt = 0.6'1t10 cm2 = 0.6'l(f2 cm2

P2 = 30Vo, Qz : 9.0'1A10 crn2 = 9.0'lO2 cm2

Dr M. R. Jankovic, associate professor
F aculty of M e ch ar ic a I Engin e ering,
University of B elgra d e, Yugo s I av i a
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Then, the coefficient of porosiry (porosity function expo-
nent) is:

log 4t

Q1
o = 

!g.E-k 
=

P1

lpe 9.92-
0.006
IgjP 

= o' /

20

(2)

We can calculate Cq,, from the following condition:

logQ=logC6ta logP (3)

or:

log Co = Iog @ - alog P (3',)

log C6 = lo7 0.6 10-" - 6.7 log20 = -10.9387,

and after applying inverse logarithmic operation:

Co = 0.115'10-10 1r^2

In this way we can calculate permeability for each value
of open porosity of bearings made of bronze with 1.5Vo
of graphite, with the values of P = (20. . .30)To,which are
obtained in industry.

For the porous bearing shown in Fig. 1, with ratio:
Hld = 0.1...0.4 for values (cl = l0 mm, H = (1...4) mm),
bearing for electromotor, the radial clearance values are:

c = (0.25. . .0.75)'d pm; (d in mm) (4)



Fig 1. Geomclry of Jsorous metal beaing

The calculated values of desigr non-dimensio-
nal parameter (W), according to [1], [2] and [3],
are shown in Thbles I to 4 and in diagram Fig.2.

Table 1. Nondimensional Design paranteter (Y)

2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5
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Fig. 2. Design parameter valaes according to Table 2.

P7" 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Q 102,  pm2 0.600 0.831 1 . 1 3 5 1.528 2.033 2.672 3.475 4.475 5.710 7.224 9.000

c,  pm Y = O'H/c3 = 1 mm - wall thickness

2.5 n ?Rq 0.532 o.726 0.978 1 .301 1 .7't0 2.224 2.BU 3.654 4.623 5.760

3 o.222 0.308 0.420 0.566 0.753 0.990 1.287 1.657 2 . 1 1 5 2.676 3.333

3.5 0.140 0 .194 0.265 0.356 o.474 0.623 0.810 1.444 1.332 1.685 2.099

4 0.093 0.130 o.177 0.239 0.318 0.418 0.543 0.699 0.892 1 .129 1.406

4.5 0.066 0.091 0.125 0.168 4.223 0.293 0.381 0.491 o.627 0.793 0.988

0.048 0.066 0.091 0.122 0,163 o.214 0.278 0.358 o.457 0.578 o.720
5.5 0.036 0.050 o.068 0.092 0 .122 0 . 1 6 1 0.209 0.269 0.343 o.434 0.541

6 0.028 0.038 0.053 0.071 0.094 0.124 0 .1  61 o.207 o,2u 0.334 o.417

6.5 0.o22 0.030 0.041 0.056 o.o74 0.097 o.127 u. I t},t v.zvo 0.263 0,328

0 .017 o.o24 0.033 0.045 0.059 0.078 0.1  01 0 . 1 3 0 0 .166 0 . 2 1 1 o.262

Table 2. Nondimensional Design parameter (Y)

P7" 20 21 22 ?_3 z+ 25 26 27 zo 29 30

@ 102,  pm2 0.600 0.831 1 . 1 3 5 1.528 2.033 2.672 3.475 4.475 5.710 7.224 9.000

c ,  pm Y = @'Hlc3 = 2 mm - wall thickness

z . J o.767 ' t .064 1.453 1.956 2,642 3.420 4.448 5.728 7.309 9.247 11 .520
? o.444 0 .616 0.841 1 .132 1 .506 1.979 2.574 2  e i  a 4.230 t  ? c l 6.67

3 .5 0.279 O.38B 0,529 0 .713 0.948 1.246 '1.62'l 2.O87 2.6& 3.370 4 .198

4 0 .187 0.260 0,355 0.477 0.635 0.835 1 .086 I . J Y O 1 .784 2.257 2.813

4.5 0 " 1 3 1 0.182 o.249 0.335 o.446 0.586 0.763 0.982 1 .253 1.586 1 .975

5 0.096 0.1 33 0.1 82 o.244 0.325 0.428 0.s56 0 .716 0 .914 1  . 1 5 6 1.440

o.o72 0 .100 0.136 0 .184 o.2M 0.321 0 .418 0.538 0.686 O.868 1.082

6 0.055 o.077 n  l n F 0 .141 0 .188 o.247 0.322 o.414 0.529 0.669 N  R ? ?

6 .5 o.o44 0.061 0.083 0 . 1  1 1 0.14B 0.1 95 0.253 0.326 0 .416 0.526 0.6s5

0.035 0.048 0.066 0.089 0 . 1 1 9 0 . 1 5 6 0.203 o.261 n  e ? a o.421 0.525
', tr, o.o2B 0.039 0.054 o.o72 0.096 o , 1 2 7 0.1 65 o.212 0.271 o.342 o.427

Tibolog in indutry, Volume 21, No. l,1999.



Table 3. Nondimensional Design parameter (V)

P l o n 2',1 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 n 30
(D 102, pm2 0.600 0.831 1 . 1 3 5 1.528 2.O33 2.672 3.475 4.475 5 .710 7.224 9.000

c,  pm Y = O'H/c3 = 3 mm - wall thickness

2.5 1  . 1 5 0 1.596 2 .19 2.934 3.903 5.130 6.672 8.592 '10.963 13,870 17.28O

3 0.666 0.923 1.261 1.698 2.259 2.969 3.861 4.972 6.344 8.O72 10.000

3.5 0.419 0.581 o.794 1 .0@ 1.423 1.870 2.431 3.131 3.995 5.055 6.n7

4 0.281 0.390 0.532 o.716 0.953 1.252 1.629 2.089 2.677 3.386 4.219

4.5 0 "197 o.274 4.374 0.503 0.6€ 0.880 1 .144 1.473 1 .BBO 2.378 2.963

5 o.144 0.199 o.272 0.367 0.488 0.641 0.834 1 .O74 1.370 1,734 2.160

5.5 0.108 0.150 0.205 o.276 0.367 4.482 o.627 0.807 1.030 1.303 1.623

6 0.083 0 . 1  1 5 0.1 58 0.212 o.282 o.371 0.443 o.622 0.793 1.003 1.250

6.5 0.065 0.091 0.124 0 .167 0.222 0.292 0.380 0.489 o.624 0.789 0.983

7 0.052 0.073 0.099 0.134 0.178 0.234 0.304 0.391 0.499 0.632 0.787

7.5 0.043 0.059 0.081 0.109 0.145 0.190 o.247 0.318 0.406 0.5' t4 0.410

Table 4. Nondimensional Design parameter (W)

P V o 20 21 zz 23 24 ZJ 26 z t 28 29 30

<D 102, pm2 0.@0 0.831 1  . 1 3 5 1.528 2.033 2.672 3.475 4.475 5.710 7.224 9.000

c, lrm V = O'H/c3 = 4 mm - wall thickness

2.5 1 .533 2.127 2.906 3.912 5.204 6.840 8.896 11 .456 14 .618 18.493 23.O40
q O.BB7 1.231 1 .681 2.2U 3.O12 3.959 5.1 48 6.630 8.459 10.702 1 e  ? e ?

3.5 0.559 o.775 1 .059 1.426 1 .897 2.493 3.242 4 .175 5.327 6.740 8.397

4 0.374 0 .519 0.709 0.955 1 .271 1.670 2.172 2.797 3.5@ 4.515 5,625

4.5 0.263 0.365 0.498 0.671 0.892 1 . 1 7 3 1.525 1.964 2.506 3.171 3.95't

5 0 .192 o.266 0.363 0.489 0.659 0.855 1 . 1 1 2 1.432 1.827 2.312 2.BBO
E E o.144 0.200 .0.273 0.367 0.489 o.u2 0.835 1 .076 1.373 1 .737 2.164

6 0 . 1 1 1 0 .154 0 .210 0.283 0.376 0.495 o.u4 0.829 1 .057 I  a?a 1.667

6.5 0.087 0 . 1 2 1 n . t A t 0.223 0.296 0.389 0.506 0.652 0.832 1 .052 1 . 3 ' 1 1

7 0.070 0.097 0.1 32 0.178 o.237 0 .312 0.405 o.522 0.666 0.842 1.050
7.5 0.057 0.079 0.108 0 .145 n  1 0 ? 0.253 0.329 0.424 0.541 0.685 n atre

CONCLUSION

The calculated values W can be used for bearing diameter
d*10 mm too, and for suitable values of fl and c"

In the same way, we can find the values for tI, for all
available materials in production of porous bearings, if
we have determine d dependence F =f ( P ) experimentally.
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B. TADIC, S. MITROWC

Thin-walled Pipes Bending
by Application of Friction
Generated Heat

Application of friction generated heat for forming of dffirent elements is one of the well-known methods,
namely technologizs, whirh is charactefized by high economy and productivity of the process. However,
according to the literature at one's disposal the friction generated heat was not applied in operatiorw of bending
neither thick nor thhrwalled pipes.

In operations of pipes bending that have relatively small ratio of deflcction to pipe diameter, exclusively is
applied heating of the citical zone by special inductors. This method of makhry arcs requiru very high
investments into the manufacturing equipment.

In this papcr are presented fitndamentals of the method of the friction generated heat, and the possibility is
analyzed for application of ntch generated heat in the process of bending the copper arcs.

Besides that, in the paper is shown the idea for solution of the machine based on the presented method

Keywords: Fiction generated heat, thin-walled pipes bending, copper arcs bending

1. INTRODUCTORY CONSIDERATIONS

A pipe bending is a specific kind of bending. During the
bending process pipes are subjected to forces that are
deforming the original shape (section) of the pipe, so the
danger exists for the pipes to lose the continuity of the
section. Danger for changing the original shape exists in
the critical bending zone. This is why such a pl ace (critical
zone) should be protected, as much as possible, by cor-
responding design measures. A very difficult type of
bending is bending of thin-walled pipes, especially if they
are bent to relatively small bending radii. In practice exist
several developed methods and devices for straight line
and circular pipes bending. However, by application of
these classical methods (bending over rollers, bending
with the slot link, etc.), it is not possible to perform the
curvilinearbending of copper arcs in caseswhen the ratio
of bending radius to pipe diameter is r<1.5'd. Bending
of these arcs belongs into special bending technologies
that are based on heating of the critical zones by special
inductive heaters. Inductive heating of critical zones re-
quires specialized electroenergetic devices; thus making
arcs according to this method is economically justified
only in the batch production conditions. This method is
applied for copper arcs manufacturing by the well-known
French company "SIJDO" that is a main supplier for our
market. too.

Dr Branko Tadic, dipl. ing,
Slobodan Mitrovic, dipl. ing.
Faailty of Mechanical Engineeing, Kragtjevac

8

Starting from the fact that friction between two bodies,
depending on the conditions of its realization, can gene-
rate significant quantities of heat, the idea appeared that
just this heat could be applied for heating the critical
zones in copper arcs bending. The basic principles of heat
generation by friction, and considerations related to pos-
sibility of application of that heat for heating the critical
zones in bending, will be the subject of the following
discussion.

2. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF HEAT
GENERATION BY FRICTION

By friction be.tween two bodies in contact, the certain
amount of heat is generated, which is dependent on
conditions of contact realization. If we analyze the ther-
mal phenomena in contact between two bodies (Fig. 1),
in presence of normal loadingF, and sliding speed v, we
can conclude that the generated quantity of heat is a
complex function of normal load F' sliding speed v,
angle p and many other geometrical, mechanical and
thermal, namely tribological characteristics of both bo-
dies in contact.

Analogously to the previous consideration, the thermal
phenomena, which appear during the contact of pipe 1
and bush 2, can be analyzed (Figure 2).

This work represents the part of results of research on
innovative project 1.5.1753 partially frnacially supported by
Ministry for science and technologt of Republic of Serbia
and pariially by D.D. "Zastava-Maiine"

tibologt in indwtry, Volume 21, No. l, L999.
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Figure I

Namely the pipe is moving with certain velocity of auxi-
liary motion vo, while the brrsh is rotating with peripheral
velocity v. A certain overlap d exists between the pipe and
the bush.

The generated quantity of heat and intensiry of the heat
generation are, in this case, functions ofperipheral velo-
cityv, velocity of auxiliary motion yp, contact length, and
other tribological characteristics crf pipe 1 and bush 2,
what can be expressed in form of functions:

Q = fv6" vo 6' L' TC' t1

Io = f20', v, 6, I', TC, t1

where Q - is the generated quantity of heat
1.,-, - is the heat generation intensity, and
TC - are the other tribological characteristics of

the pipe and the bush.

Definit ion of developed quantity of heat and heat cene-
ration intensify, as complex, non-stationary functions of
conditions of contact realization, represents a vely com-
plex problem, from the theoretical viervpoint. Flowever,
from practical, engineering aspect, both generated heat
quantity and heat generation intensity, can be controlled
within the certain range, by some of the parameters,
which are defining the contact realization conditions.

For instance, for the chosen values of overlap d and
velocity u, and other parameters, by the auxiliary motion
velocity yp, we can control functions Q and 19, within a
very wide interval. Namely, certain needed quantity of
heat rr'e can obtain by finding one of the parameters, r.1 rrn,
or some other, which corresponds to that quantity oh heat.

,F i , , .1, ' r ' - i
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Figure 2

In engineering practice exist a large number of opera-
tions of straight line forming (contractions, expansions,
etc.), that are based on the presented principle. Normal-
ly, all these operations are characterized by a series of
technological details related to desigrr of tools and equip-
ment for forming, what is out of scope of this investigation.

3. CRITICAL ZONES HEATING DURING
THE PIPES BENDING

In pipes bending, generally considered, in certain ben-

ding zone appear very complex stress and strain fields.
Due to the high degree of deformation which appears
when the ratio is r<1.5'd, heating of pipes is necessary,
and the heat of friction should be brought exactlv into
the crit ical bending zone.

In order to analyze the stress and strain states in the

bending zone, one of possible methods of pipes bending
is going to be considered, according to Figure 3. The
force F according to this method pushes the pipe over
the inner 1 and outer shaping tool 2. The pipe is, form
the point of force action till the section P-P subjected to
compressive stresses over the whole cross-section. Above

the neutral axis N, to the left of the section P-ll the pipe

is subjected to tensile stresses, while below the neutral
axis, to the left of the section P-P, it is subjected to
compressive stresses. The bending area, bounded by the

contour K, represents the bending zone in which the
complete plastic deformation of pipe occurs. The ben-

ding zone extends also partially to the right of the section
P-P, due to inevitable existence of clearances befween the
shaping tools and pipe, and due to other possible factors.

Complex stress and strain states, which due to present

clearances, deviation of mechanical characteristics of
pipe, etc,, irave also certain stochastic dimension, prevent

the possibil i ty that stresses and strains can be quantitati-
vely expressed as functions of parameters that are defi-

ning the bending conditions. When the deformation de-
grees are high (r<1.5'r1), in the case of pipes bending
withorrt heating, in the compression zone wil l appear
u'rinkles on the arc. Bringing the certain heat quantity Q



Figure 4

into the bending zone leads to decrease of mechanical
characteristics of thepipe material, and to increase of the
permissible degree of deformation.

4. PRESENTATION OF THE SOLUTION
IDEA FOR PIPES BENDING MACHINE

The copper arcs bending procedure will here be descri-
bed by use of the schematic representation of the ben-
ding machine shown in Figure 4. The pipe is placed over
the inner-shaping tool 6, whose position with respect to
the bush 3, is adjusted by the nuts 15. In the initial
position, the pipe is by detachable connection attached
to a rotating head2, which is, by electric actuator 11 and
belt transmission 10, rotating with certain number of
revolutions" The rotating head 2 is placed into bearings
7, which lie in supports 4. Supports 4, electric actuator
11, pneumatic cylinders 9, limiter 16, the cutting off saw
assembly 13, and outer shaping tooi 5, are all placed on
the main plate 1. The pipe is held by the special clamping
head 8, which is connected with piston rods of pneumatic

rylinders 9. Pipe pushing is done from the adjustable
Iimiter 16 to the bush 17. Limiter 16 is adjusted along the
x-axis depending on the pipe diameter and bending radi-
us to pipe diameter ratio. Force, needed for pipe bending
is obtained by the compressed air of pressure p, and the
pushing velocity regulation is done by the throttling
nozzles, that are placed on the outlet pipe.

The holder of the inner shaping tool 14 is, via the fixing
elements 12, fixed to the main plate 1 and machine stand
which is not shown on this scheme.

When the special clamper8, that is pushing the pipe from
the limiter 16, touches the bush L7 by its front face, the
process of arc bending is completed. The clamper re-
mains tight, and the cutting off saw assembly is activated.
The cut arc falls through the hole in the main plate into
the container that is positioned on the bottom part of the
stand. After the arc cut off, the pipe is released, and the
clamper is, by the pneumatic cylinders brought to the
limiter L6i, into the new starting position.

The heat quantity that is brought to the bending zone can
be controlled via the size of the overlap between bush 3
and pipe, and via the velocity of the bush rotation and
the pipe pushing velocity. When switching to a new
bending radius, i.e., to a new pipe diameter, certain parts
of the machine must be changed. The variable elements
are: heating bush 3, outer shaping tool 5, inner shaping
tooi 6, and special clamper 8 lining.

5. CONCLUSION

Baseci on the presented theoretical considerations and
shown solution idea of the pipe-bending machine, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

> The bending process of pipes with relatively small ben-
ding radius to pipe diameter ratio is characterized by
the high degree of material deformation, thus it is

10 Tibologt in indutry, Volume 21, No. l,1999.



necessary to bring certain quantity of heat into the
critical bending zone.

>_Stress and strain states in the bending zone are very
complex, especially rvhen the critical zone is heated, so
it is very difficult to mathematically determine the
quantity and intensity of the heat needed for realiza-
tion of the bending process.

> The quantity and intensity of the heat brought into the
bending zone can be controlled try some of the process
input parameters (slidin g velocity, pipe moving veloci-
ty, etc.), what represents one of the key assumptions of
the described procedure.

> According to the presented solution idea, the bending
machine enables continuos regulation of the input pa-
rameters, so by monitoring the output parameters
(shape of the arc, radial section sizes, etc.), is possible
to practically determine the necessary quantity and
intensity of heat brought into the bending zone.

It should be stressed that the pipes bending procedure
according to the presented method is accompanied by a

series of problem of technical nature (selection of the
heating bush to pipe overlap, lubrication system, etc,),
which are not considered within the scope of this work,
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Possibilities of Piston-cyllinder
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Th[s paperconsiders the problemrelatedto the diagnostics ofpiston-qiindergroups ofthe Intemal Combustion
mgmes The data belowwere providedby concrete testing of 6 otto engines of the same type (24 piston-qlinder
groups) and different technical condition. The analysis of the results achieyed through the testing and the data
{rom the relevant literature have led to the evaluation of the uisting diagnostic methods and parameten and
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l.INTRODUCTION

The importance of the technical diagnostics of engines is
rising nowadays. It enables the optimization of the pro-
cess of maintenance, greater exploiting reliability and
availability, as well as the prognosis of the resource of the
engine left. Special irnportance belongs to the technical
diagnostics of piston-qrlinder groups, regarding the fact
that the estimation of the necessity of the general over-
haul of an engine is brought mainly on the basis of the
condition of this group of elements.

A great number of direct and indirect methods for the
diagnostics of piston-rylinder groups have been develo-
ped so far, and for evaluation of their technical condi-
tions, a great number of parameters are used, such as:
blow-by of gases, the pressure in cylinders at the end of
the compression stroke, non-hermetic properties of the
cylinder, the temperature of exhaust gases, oil consump-
tion, power of current of electrical starter motor, vibra-
tions, external speed characteristics, characteristics of
idling speed, composition of exhaust gases, etc [1].

However, a simultaneous application of all, or at least a
great number of listed methods, is not rational and eco-
nomical in spite of the possibility to give the most com-
plete and accurate evaluation of the condition. Therefo-
re, it is necessary to choose the diagnostic methods and
parameters which will, from the aspect of reliabilitv,
selectivity, informative ability, sensitivity to other influ-
ences and suitability for realization in workshop and
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exploitation conditions, give the greatest effects in prac-
tice. With a view to achieving this aim, this paper provides
the evaluation of the existing diagnostic methods and
parameters based on the analysis of the testing and on
the relevant literature and distinguishes those that are
with respect to the aspects mentioned, most suitable in
practice.

2. DIAGNOSTIC METHODS AND
PARAMETERS

The investigations of diagnostic methods and parameters
performed so far have indicated that the methods for
measuring oil consumption, power of current of electri-
cal starter motor, vibrations, external speed charac-
teristics, composition of exhaust gases and concentration
of products of wear in oil, are not suitable for fast dia-
gnostics in workshop and exploitation conditions.

The oil consumption in engines is not sufficiently reliable
diagnostic parameter. It is insufficiently selective, since
the oil consumption is a reflection of the state of all

rylinders together, i.e. the engine as a whole. It is impos-
sible to locate the defect with reliability, and the global
estimation of the state of piston-rylinder groups can be
given only if there is no leaking of the oil out of the
engine. All that, aswell as the necessity to perform longer
testing at the engine brake, make these parameters un-
suitable for diagnostics in practice [2].

A similar situation is also with the external speed char-
acteristics of the engine IPu M, G6 andgr) which belong
to the so called dependent diagnostic parameters and
give only a general picture of the condition of the engine.
In the diagnostics of piston- cylinder group they do not
fulfill the conditions of reliability and selectivity, and
their determination reouires the use of the ensine brake.

Tibologt irt, indwtry, Volume 21, No. l, L999.



The power of current of the electrical starter motor is
neither sufficiently reliable nor is it a selective diagnostic
parameter. It gives relatively rough picture of the condi-
tion of the piston-cylinder group' Its application is only
recommended in case of difficult access to the rylinders
for measuring of the compression pressure or hermetic
properties, and in case of engines with more than 4

cylinders [3].

Amplitude-frequency spectra as diagnostic parameters
in measuring of vibrations, satisff the criteria of reliabi-
lity, selectivity and informative ability, but due to relati-
vely complex and expensive equipment, which includes
the use of computers, and due to necessity of working at
the motor brake, they are not suitable for practical appli-
cation [4].

The composition of the exhaust gases is also a dependent
diagnostic parameter and represents a complex function
of many influences. For the diagnostics of the piston-ry-

linder group it is not applied in practice due to non-re-
liabiliry, non- selectivity and great sensitivity to many
other influences related to characteristics of fuel-air mix-
ture, constructive parameters and exploitation factors'

The concentration of products of wear in the oil, i'e' the
estimation of the speed and quantity of accumulation of
individual elements in oil, satisfies conditions in which
the parameters of outlet processes can serve as symptoms
of technical state of the engine. lb each value of a
structural parameter correspond a cietermined speed of

wear of parts and determined regularity ir the accumu-
lation of products of wear in the oil. However. a long and
complicated procedure related to taking oil sample, the
subsequent anallsis of the sample in specially equipped
laboratories and interpretation of results with the aid of
previously made diagnostic diagrams, made this method
inapplicable in practice.

It is generally thought that for the evaluation of the
piston-cylinder groups state of IC engines in workshop
and exploitation conditions, the most suitable methods
for measuring the diagnostic parameters are non-herme-
tic properties of the cylinder, cornpression pressure and
blow-by of gases, and according to some authors [1], the
relation of the cornpression pressurc to the temperature
of exhaust gases. Regarding the above, our investigation
was limited to measuring and anaiysis of the four para-
meters listed.

2.1. Results of testing

Concrete testing was carried out on six engines type
128A.064 ("Zastava 101") with the following charac-
teristics:

Qcle: Otto 4stroke
Number of cylinders: 4
Compression ratio:9.2

Tibologt irt indu.stry, Volume 21, No. tr, 1999.

Cllinder diameter: 80 mm.
Piston stroke: 55 mm
Maximal power: 40.4 klY at number of revolutions:
6000 min-'
Maximum moment :77.4 Nm at number of revolutions:
30Mmin'l

Engineswere built in into passengervehicles which at the

moment of testing, had passed the following distance in

kilometers:

Engine A B D E F

td km/l-l 7 1 0 70 96 1 1 0 1 5 0

That was the basis for supposition that the engines were
of different technical conditions with respect to wear of
piston-cylinder group. The wearwas measured later. The

wear of the piston-cylinder group is defined as the increa'

se of the clearance between the piston and the cylinder,
measured in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the
piston shaft, and at the distance of 51+0.25 mm ftomthe
piston front (at that point the manufacturer prescribes
the installation clearance of 60+10 pm and maximum
permitted clearance of 150 pm).

Before testing on all the engines, the adjustments of the
following wero done: the distance of breaker points, the
ignition timing, the clearance between electrodes of
spark plug, the quantity of oil in sump, the quantity of

cooling liquid, the minimum number of revolutions at
idling speed, the level of fuel in float chamber of carbu-
retor and the content of. CO in exhaust gases at idling
speed. The aim was to eliminate other influences upon
measured parameters to the greatest extent possible and
to achieve the greatest possible reliability of obtained
results in relation to the state of the piston-cylinder
group.

The results obtained are given in Table 1 and Figure l.
The analytical functions are determined by using the

mathematical software t\4,{ffi CAD 6.0 plus":

Pe= 15.2323'0'07554'6 and /  =0.90767

LV = -0.2947+0.21707'6 and / :0'97237

LB = -8.2769+0.27507'6 and I = 0.96239

B :  -40.4155+1.37918'6 and /  :0.99284

p"lTi  =7.584+0.069'6 -  2.96x10-3'62 + 1.961'63
ancl r" = 0.69373

The detennination coefficient I shows the high conela-
tion between wear and parameters such as: non-hermetic
properties AZ, compression pressure p, and blow-by B

and AB. Functionsp" lT; = f(6) and Q = f@) show any

sisnificant correlation.
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Table 1: Result of testing

Engine
Wear

lpml

Compression
pressure

lnar)

Non-
hermetic

property [7o]

Blow-by

[/min]

Temperature
of exhaust
qases ["C]

Relation
10O barPC

6 6 pe AV B AV Ti PJTi

A

50

38.7

11 .7 10 .3

14 .9

4.6

168

6.96

30 12.7 6.3 2.O 7.59

39 12.4 8.0 2.5 7.38

36 12.5 7.7 2.3 7.44

c)

59

48.75

1 1 . 0 1 1 . 8

25.2

7.1

201

5.47

38 12.1 7.7 2.5 6.02

45 1  1 . 8 9,8 3.8 5.87

tc 1  1 . 1 11 .4 5.2 5.52

c

u

61 .00

10.3 t z . o

42.2

9.2

212

4.86

53 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 3 5.6 5 . 1 9

60 1  1 . 1 12.? 8.0 5.23

67 10 .4 t + .  I 1 0 . 1 4.9'l

65

74.50

10.4 13 .6

63.8

9.8

208

5.00

79 8.9 17 .8 14.2 4.28

75 9.3 16.2 1 3 . 1 4.47

79 9.0 17 .2 14 .8 4,33

E

62

51.50

1 1 , 5 12 .5

30.4

o,z

169

6.80

& 12.4 10.0 3.7 7.34
trn 1 1 . 6 10.4 5.2 6.86

51 1 1 . 0 11 .7 t n 6.51

F

65

62.00

10 .3 1 3 . 9

45.1

9.3

zz6

4.52

CU 1 0 . 9 1 0 . 3 5.2 4.78

65 10 .5 1 3 . 3 1 0 . 0 4.61

68 10 .0 14 .8 10.2 4.39

2.2,Evaluation of the diagnostic parameters
and methods

The parameter non-hermetic properties of the cylinder
A/is measured on the heated engine up to the tempera-
ture of the cooling liquid Iry = 9FC, when the piston is
in TDC (top dead center) after the compression stroke.
It is expressedtnTo of the loss of air. It has the leastvalue
at the end of running in of the engine, during the exploi-
tation it increases. and the limit value is considered to be
the non-hermetic property of 20Vo, after which the over-
haul of the engine is recommended.

In this particular case the non-hermetic property of the
cylinder was measured by the device SUN CYLINDER
LEAKAGE TESTER CI:f 2571351. The measuring
showed that the values of this parameter are practically
proportional to the value of wear of the elements of the
piston-cylinder group, which shows the regular corre-
spondence. The parameter also enables a relatively reli-
able prognosis of the resource Ieft. Deviations can appe-
ar only in the case of non-hermetic properties of the

1 Ar a

25

20
AV

l 5

A B

t ( l
D

- . 5

1:, 0

Figure 1: The inJluence of tlrc cylinder wear
up o n diagno st b p aramet e n

valves, a damaged sealing of the cylinder head or cracls

in the cylinder head or block. Such defects are easy to
detect by acoustic location of the place of air leaking,
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which gives a high selectivity to the method itself. The
sound at the inlet manifold indicates a non-hermetic
property of the inlet valve, the sound at the exhaust
manifold is a consequence of non-hermetic property of
the exhaust valve. The sound at the opening for oil inlet
or at the breather of the oil sump appears due to non-
hermetic property of the piston-rylinder group, while
bubbles on the opening of the cooler appear due to the
cracks on the cylinder head or block or due to a damaged
sealing between them.

Non-hermetic property of rylinders can be measureci
also at any position of the piston between BDC (bottom
dead center) and TDC (top dead center) of the compres-
sion stroke, by which a more complete insight into con-
dition of the overall rylinder liner is obtained. This furt-
her increases the informative ability of the parameter.

The method of measuring the non-hermetic property of
the cylinder is sirnple for realization, the equipment
needed is neither expensive nor complicated for hand-
ling. High informative ability, selectivity, reliability, in-
sensitivity to other influences (except temperature) and
defined limit value make this parameter, i.e, method,
very suitable for application in workshop and exploita-
tion conditions.

The parameter compression pressurep. is also measured
at the heated engine (Tw = BPC), at the number of
revolutions realized by the electrical starter motor. It has
the greatest value at the end of running in ofthe engine,
after which it decreases during exploitation. According
to some references [3], a limitvalue is defined as the drop
of the compression pressure for more than 3 07o from the
one prescribed by the factory, while according to the
others the compression pressure in bars must not be
lower than the value of cornpression ratio in a well-
functioning piston-cylinder group, f'he overiraul is re-
commended in the case of dilference between some
cylinders of multi-cylinder engines greater than 3 bnrs.

The measuring done rvith MOTOIv{ETER AC shorvs
good correlation of this paraneter and the value of
elements wear of the piston-cylinder group. Possible
deviations here are also the consequcnce of non-herme-
tic properties of other groups and parls of the rylinder
working space. Such defects can be detected by repeated
measurements, with the previous pouring of smaller oil
quantity into the cylinder, whcre the increase of the
compression pressure is a sign of a rvorn-out piston-cy-
linder group, and unchanged value of this parameter is
an indicator of other elements non-hermetic properties.
However, it is not possible to locate them precisely, i.e.
to find whether the problem is in the valves, sealing,
cracks in the wall or something else.

A deviation can also occur due tc a different number of
revolutions of the engine which can be a consequence of

Tribologt in iltdustm, Voiunre 21, No. l,1999.

the different conditions of the accumulator and electrical
starter motor in each individual engine. Such deviations
are also evident in measuring of pressure in rylinders of
the same engine, as a consequence of the accumulator
depleting. In this particular case the shortage was con-
siderably lessened by using a special source of electric
current of constant voltage (engine-starter EUROTEC
EMS 280), which is also recommended in practice.

In relation to non-heretic properties of the cylinder, the
parameter compression pressure is less reliable both in
the diagnostics of the condition and the prognosis of the
resource left (due to greater sensitivity to other influen-
ces) and it is less selective and informative. However, due
to simple and fast realization and relatively cheap equip-
ment that is used, this method is, in spite of the listed
shortages, very suitable for fast diagnostics in practice.

The parameter blow-by of gases B gives an integral eva-
luation of the condition of all piston- cylinder groups of
the engine, and by measuring at some disconnected ry-
linders it is also possible to obtain the condition of each
and every cylinder. The numerical value of this parame-
ter depends on the engine workng regime (loading and
number of revolutions), which has been confirmed by the
testing we performed.

The lowest values (at the given engine workng regime)
are obtained after the period of running in, when the
stabilization of blow-by is reached. This fact is used in
case of the determination of time needed for the ensine
running in.

Since the parameters which can be determined on the
unloaded engine are more important for the express
diagnostics in workshop or exploitation conditions, the
concrete measuring of gases blow- by were-done on the
heated engine, at idling speed of 3000 mm-'. The device
AVL 413/ffiD was used. The results indicate that the
blow-by very well characterizes the wear of piston<ylin-
der groups of the engine as a whole. The blow-by of
individual cylinden AB, determined as the difference of
total blow-byB and blow-by at the disconnected cylinder
in question, also shows a high correlation with the value
of wear. Consequently, it is clear that there is also high
correlation of parameters B and AB with parametenp"
and LV, The method itself is simple and can be realized
very fast. The equipment needed is slightly more expen-
sive and complicated, but still sufficiently simple for
handling and application in practice. Although it is sen-
sitive to the engine working regime, the parameter blow-
by is very reliable and informative. Besides, measuring is
also possible at the idling speed, which qualifies it for
practical application. The basic disadvantage of the me-
thod is the lack of limit values of the parameter at the
idling speed, which should be determined by a special
testing on limit worn out engines. For the determination
of the limit value at the normal resime there are more
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recommendations, the simplest and the most acceptable
being that the blow-by must not be greater than 2Vo of.
the total fresh charge. Future testing should point to the
possibility of application of this recommendation in case
of other regimes as well, and at the first place at idling
speed. Due to a great reliability and informative ability,
with simultaneous sensitivity to the working regime, the
parameter blow-by is especially recommended for wider
diagrrostic testing in laboratory conditions (on engine
brakes), not only in the sphere of maintenance, but also
in the development and production of piston-cylinder
groups of the engine.

The parameter temperature of exhaust gases ! was mea-
sured at the idling speed of the engine atn=3000 mitft,
by means of digital thermometer ISKRA DKT L200,
whose feeler was placed at the depth of 25 cm from the
end of the exhausting system of the vehicle. Theoretical-
ly, *'ith the wearing of the piston-cylinder group, due to
the increase of the subsequent combustion, the tempera-
ture of the exhaust gases should be rising. However, due
to high sensitivity to a set of other influences, this para-
meter is very unreliable, which was confumed by the
measuring described. Because of that the relationp. /fi,
which in reference [1] was cited as a diagnostic parame-
ter, does not show the needed reliability either. Apart
from that, it is very non-selective and non- informative,
and with respect to the fact that there are no concrete
limit values, it is not recommended for practical applica-
tion. It can be used for specific laboratory testing as an
indicator of the general condition of the engine.

3. CONCLUSION

Based on research of the possibility to evaluate the con-
dition of piston-cylinder groups of the engine by the
application of some diagnostic methods and parameters,
the following conclusions were drawn:

> From the aspect of reliability, selectivity, informative,
sensitivity to other influences and suitability for reali-
zation of the measuring method, the greatest effects
are achieved by the diagrostic parameters: non-herme-
tic properties of the cylinder, the compression pressure
and gases blow- by, among which there is a very high
correlation.

> For practical application in the workshop and exploi-
tation conditions, the methods of measuring of non-
hermetic properties of the cylinder and the com-
pression pressure are recommended. The method for
measuring gases blow-by is more suitable for wider
diagnostic testing in laboratory conditions, For appli-
cation in workshop and exploitation conditions it is
recommended in the case of previously determined
limit values at the measuring regime.

> Other diagnostic parameters and methods of their
measuring can be used as supplementary ones, but they
are not recommended for independent application.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The piston secondary ntoventent consists of the piston
Iateral movement ancl the piston dunrping. This compo-
sed movement is the result of the piston shape and mass
forces clue to the rod-crunk mechanisnt. The giis pressure
in the cylincler also iucreases tir is ntoventent. The priston
secondary nrovement has a strong negative effect on the
engine working l ife. The results of this movement are the
noise, the lubricaut consumption, t ire loss of pressure
into the cylintler, a greater wear by friction, major defor-
mations of the l)iston, even ;riston jtrntming i l,hen the
lubr icat ion is  at  l imi t .  The muimal  reduct ion of  the
piston secondary ntovente nt catr be olrtainecl by optinri-
zing the piston's longituclinal profi le. It is necessary to
ensure a nrinimal clearance between the cylinder and the
piston to avoid jamming, that is why an exterior best
prof i led sur f l rce is  requi red.

The opt imized prof i le  is  desi ret l :

. to redLlce the noise eu,d to avoid the gits loss:

.  to  e l lsurc a l i f t ing f i lnr  of  o i l  as th ick as extended as i t
is necessaly (the thickness rnust lre as unifornl as pos-
sible and the l ift ing areu must be as l imitecl irs to avoicl
the mech:rn ica l  losses) ;

.  to  d imin ish the p is ton thelmal  s t ress.

2.THE RESEARCH RESULTS

The target of tire experiments was to determine the level

of vibration when the rylinder is excited by the piston

impact and the gass pressure. The tests have been carried
out to find out horv the piston longitudinal profi le can
reduce the piston secondary movement and diminish the
gas loss. It is obviously known that the gas loss and the

noise are the results of the piston secondary movement

at the upper dead centre.

The clearance between the piston and the rylinder packs
the buming chamber in the both senses of the piston's
movement. The piston secondary movement is signifi-

cantly influenced by the clearance between the piston

and the cylinder, so the experimental tests have been

carried out on the same engine, f irstly equipped with a

monoblock piston and secondly with a composed piston

(profi led or optimized). The latter has an optimized
longitudinal profi le obtained by designing it accordance
to spleen parabolic interpolation functions. The optimi-

zed profi le ensures the ma:iimal reduction of the clearan-

ce betu'een the piston and the cylinder. The interpolation

functions permit to establish the best longitudinalprofi le
for pieces in movement when one exactly knows a sn-lall

number of points on their periphery. According to this

researcir, optimizing the piston longitudinal profi le we

wishecl to provide the optimal distribution of the clearan-
ce betu'een the piston and the cylinder in order to dimi-

nish the negative effects described, without affecting the

engine performances. After optimizing the piston longi-

tudinal profi le we started experiments to see how this

optimized profi le answers to the requirements it was

subjected to.
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nIr
The Displacement of The Cylinder

Research Regarding The Piston ,!uLongitudinal Frofile Influence on

Relative to The Cvlinder Block

ht thLs paper the results of sonrc acpeimatal rescarch rcgarding tlrc pistott longitudinal profile influencc orr
the displacemeri of the cylindcr relative to tlrc qlindcrblock at an ovcrfed engine with igilion by compression
are prcscticd. To put futta light the acitatiorts that generate the cylindcr vibrations a method of research based
ort pulscs nrcesurctnent was canicd out. Expeimen,t.s pctmittcd tcs to establish the bcst longituctinalprofile that
allow's tlrc we ar and f ictiort retluctiort.

The pisttnt hat'irtg, an optimizcd longitutlirml profle pennitted tlre dirninuation of the cylinder vibrations as a
rauit of tlrc pistort .rccondary rnovcmcnt wltat v,orking in, conditir>rts o.f limit lubication.

Kcywordt: Pktott lottgitudilnl proJilc, morut-cylindcr ettgine, basic piston.
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The experimental equipment consists of the following
specific instruments, according to the diagram shown in
Fig. 1. To measure the rylinder displacement relative to
the cyiinder block, an inductive differential transducer
working at a frequenry of 110 Hz was used. This transdu-
cer is able to measure the cylinderoscillation amplitude at
the zone where the piston changes its sense of movement.
The transducer was put together with the ferromagnetic
core rod that senses the cylinder displacement. Thewho-
le assembly was fixed in a tapped hole an the cylinder
block. The tapped hole was placed at the zone of maxi-
mum impact of the gas pressure on the piston.

To measure the cylinder displacement three signals were
simultaneously recorded:

a) the gas pressure into the burning chamber (the signal
was providedby a 6021piezoelectric transducer with
load amplifier);

b) the cylinder displacement;
c) a pulse signal that marked the upper dead centre

(trigger).

The recordings were made using a Bruel & Kjaer 7003
tape recorder frequency modulated. The calculi showed
up that the whole recording and measuring chain provi-
des a precision up to 95Vo.The recordings and measure-
ments were made for several different operating condi-
tions. Experiments were made for several differences of
temperature between the oil and the cooling agent, used
for piston cooling and lubrication.

Figure 1. Eryertmental equipment 1. monocyhnder engine;
2. pressure transducer for the bunting chamber;
3. cylinder dLsplacement tmnsducer;
4. amplifcatiotr system; 5. tape recotder
6. drawing system (oscilbscope, recorder)
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The tests have been made:

. for specific conditions of the engine pre-heat;

. for specific conditions of the engine load running.

The research attempted to find out the shape modi-fica-
tion of the piston during the experiments and the values
of the engine parameters when the engine is being
equipped with that kind of piston.

The measurements clearly put into light the excitations
that generate the cylinder vibrations:

. the gas pressure and impact of the piston during the
burning;

. the piston impact on the cylinder during the outlet
stroke at47+57 CRA (Crankshaft Angle of Rotation)
before the upper dead centre;

. the piston impact on the rylinder during the inlet
stroke at 100+105o CRA after the upper dead centre.

In these two positions the effect of the gases into the
burning chamber is strongly diminished. It is remarkable,
however, that the cylinder excitations caused only by the
piston impact itself have greater values at the end of the
outlet stroke than during the inlet stroke. This can be
explained because the values of the outlet pressure, even
diminished, are greater than the values of the overfed
pressure during a great part of the operating cycle. The
recordings clearly showed up that this phenomenon is the
most evident in the middle zone of the balayage. In that
zone the pressure variations are better transmitted when
the outlet valve is closed and the inlet valve is opened,
when the normal force increases.

Obviously, one can say that the recordings illustrate the
cylinder displacement in the point where the transducer
was located, while the normal force has a variable point
of application during an operating cycle. Between the
point od application of the normal force and the point
where the signal is received there is a distance which
diminishes the measured value relative to the real one,
so that would mean an error of measurement.

According to the way how the both types of pistons fulfill
their duty, we can consider that the precision of meas-
urement is good enough. This is even more clear if one
can observe that the place of the transducer is unchan-
geable, so the precision of measurement is the same for
all tests and experiments.

The cylinder displacement, when the engine is equipped
with the monoblock piston (the basic equipment), is
shown in Table 1, compared with the cylinder displace-
ment when the engine is equipped with the profiled
piston.

The maximal values of the cylinder displacement when
the engine is equipped with the optim2ed piston are
1.06+2.91 times smaller than when the engine is equip-

J
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Tablc 1. The results of the cylinder displacement measurement

Ooeratino conditions 1 2 3 4 l.:iitii:ttit.i.::::ll5i::i.lii.ii:ili:

:.rfi dtauiini.Sbeed.ri6Y,1 1 n 1000 1670 1790 950 1 650 1800

Bf akc:1i.€adi nE.,. I f l N 0 o 485 262

30 30 30 25 30 30
: i : i i : . , i : : : : r : t : r r t : l :  i r : i : :  . : . .  , : . : : : t : . : t :  .  l : : : : : :  ,  : : : : : : :  : : : : i . : :  |  .  . :  :

DiSPtac etn ent b-efore the
Upp€r.dbad b€fnge (E'), mm

0.0050 o.o17 0.015 0.002 0.017 0.017

Profiledrrpi$ton:,0.0031 0.010 0.0018 0 0.01' l 0.016
: DiSplACementafter the,,'
upperdead cbnte 6i), mm

Basid,piston 0.0035 0 .011 o.o12 0.003 0.011 0 .011

Prdiled::pislon 0.0012 0.0075 0.0083 0 0.0057 0.oo74

Table 2. Cyilinder displacement reduction when the engine is equipped with the profiled piston

'Opei hgiii..l
cohdltiohs r,i

C y l i n d e r d i s p l a d e m e n t m m , , , , ,  : , , : , , , , , , ,
6 i :

Basic bistOh Prdfted piston BasiC,,bistuhfuofiledi.oiCton
::',:,,,2t:::'. 0.005 0.0031 0.0035 0.0012 1 .61 2.91

r,,0" 0 .017 0.010 0.011 0.0075 1.70 1 .46

6 0"017 0 . 0 1 1 0 .011 0.0057 1 . 5 4 1 .92

7 o.017 0 . 0 1 6 0 .011 o.oo74 1 .06 1 .48

ped with the basic monoblock piston. at the same opera-
ting conditions and the same difference of temperature
between the lubricant and the cooling agent (shown in
Table 2).

Generally, the cylinder displacement when the engine is
equipped with the profiled piston is 22Vo lower in any
operating conditions. When the engine is equipped with
the basic piston the displacement of the cylinder takes
values between a minimal value (0.0015-0.003 mmwhen
the normal force F=0 and the rotation speed is n=850-
950 rotlmin) and a maximal value (0.017-0.018 mm,when
F=I17-125 N and n=1650-1800 rotlrnin). When the en-
gine is equipped with the profiled piston the values are
much diminished, between a maximal value of 0.01mm
and a minimal value of 0.0012 mm, in the same operating
conditions and the same differences of temperature be-
tween the lubricant and the cooling agent. In many cases,

Figure 2a. Cylinder di^splaccnrcnt wlrcn the engine is
ectuipped v'itlr the l;asic pisktn

Tibolog in industry, Vohrme 21, No. 1 ,1999.

when using the profiled piston, the values of the displa-
cement are 0 ot nearly 0.

In Figure 2 there are shown the values of the displace-
ment when the engine is working with the basic piston
compared with the values of the displacement when the
engine is working with the profiled piston, in the same
operating conditions.

The cylinder vibrations take place within their own fun-
damental frequency, however there are some vibrations
at higher frequencies, but much reduced (2-3 pm).

Comparing the vibrations in no-load running condition
with the vibrations in load running conditions, when the
engine is equipped with the profiled piston, one can see
the significant reduction of the vibrations amplitude.
This can be seen at any rotation speed.

6 tts
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10 50 60 ?0 to 90 100

Figure 2b. Cylinder disphcement when the engine is
equipped with the profibd piston
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These results can be also observed when one compares
the level of vibrations for the cold profiled piston (at the
start of the test) and the level of vibrations for the hot
profiled piston (after a few minutes of work).

3. CONCLUSIONS

The experimental measurements permitted us to study
the influence of the piston longitudinal profile on the
vibrations generated by the piston impact with the cylin-
der. The vibrations of the cylinder are much reduced
when the engine is equipped with the profiled piston, in
any operating conditions.

This can be done because the composed profile designed
according to the spline parabolic interpolation functions

provides a minimal clearance between the cylinder and
the piston, taking into account:

> the roughness of the piston and of the cylinder;
> the necessity to ensure a film of oil able to provide the

hydrodynamic lubrication.
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Theoretical and Experirnental
Lubricant Compressibility - Tn

The paper presents upeimental results of compressibility for Romanian produced oik, until 1.4 GPa, corre-
lated with theoretical results based on simple hquids theory of Diaconescu. Some obsen atiorx about the solid
and liquid state of oils under prcssure are presented too.

Kelwords : Tibologt, comprcssibility.
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I.. INTR.ODUCTION

Compressibility behavior is a very important charac-
teristics of fluids working in high pressure conditions.
Experiments, Ul, [2], shorved that once the pressure
increases, the relative volume occupied by the fluid re-
duces. This dependence passes, at a characteristic value
of pressure and for some oils, from a rapid curvilinear
variation to a slower slope-approximately linear one.
This change indicates internal transformation in molecu-
lar position distribution.

In elastohydrodynamic (EHD) conditions, the effect of
this behavior of lubricants, reflects first on the film thick-
ness and the influence of physical feature changes on the
lubricant behavior. Jacobson, [1], reveals that the lubri-
cantswhich show a highercompressibilitywill form thin-
ner EHD films and the minimum film thickness could
appear in the central zone of the contact.

Based on experimental results, many researchers such as
Jacobson, [1], Dowson, Tiachmann, Fein, Goldman, [5],
Ramesh, [4], etc,, attempted to model the compression
behavior. These researches propose many formulae
which correlate the pressure with relative volume chan-
ges, but no correlation with molecular form, distribution
and interactions in liquids was made.

A particular theory, for simple molecular liquids, was
developed by Diaconescu, [3], and applied for similarly
EHD conditions. Theoretical arguments show that in the
simple molecular liquids, with spherical molecules in
Wan deer Waals interactions, the increase of pressure
involves a intermolecular distance reduction and a holes
elimination process. These effects have different impor-

Ilie MUSCA
"Stefan cel Mare" Utivenity, Suceava, Romania
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tance depending on pressure value, At lower values of
pressure, intermolecular distance reductions have a
small effect upon volume changing and the most impor-
tant is the process of holes elimination. The holes elimi-
nation speed reduceswith the increase ofpressure value.
Theoretical calculations show that holes density, at pres-
sure higher th an0,5 GPa and for usual value of molecular
parameters is smaller than IVo, (figure 1). So, in condi-
tions of high pressure values (such as EHD contacts) the
holes elimination process is finished and volume varia-
tions under pressure are determined principally by inter-
molecular distance reduction. For this solid-like beha-
vior Diaconescu, [3], established a correlation between
intermolecular distance, rpr pr€SSUr€, p, and molecular
parameters for a very compact structure:

(1)

The holes density, do, in liquid states, is given by a
Bose-Einstein distribution:

The relative volume variation of a mole of substance,
given only by holes elimination from zero to p values of
pressure, can be written as:

(3)

An example of pressure dependence of this reduction is
presented in figure 2.

r r l 5 r r 9 t ; - 3
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Fig. 1. Holcs density-pressure conelartons,
(o =5.3 14.1t10, e /k=3 I ?K)

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION S

a. Liquid without vacancies. In high pressure conditions,
so no vacancies are present in fluid, intermolecular equi-
Iibrium distance, rp, is correlated with pressure by a
relation:

(4)

whereA and B are material's constants.

At zero pressure value, a direct correlation between -4
and B can be obtained as:

(s)

(6)

The volume affected for a molecule in fluid is directly
proportional to on the cube power of the intermolecular
distance:

v = const :r3

and from intermolecul ar distance-pressure correlation,
a correlation can be deduced of molecule volume with
pressure:

s.ld l '1oe [Pa]

Fig. 2. Relative volume reduction under pressure by holes
elimin ation (o = 5.3 I 4' I t I u, e / k = 3 I 7 K)

An experimental value for;r, can be used to determine
value of constant 87, lais equation (9) can be used to
approximate the pressure-volume correlation for lubri-
cants.

b. Vacancies presence in liquids affects the compressibi-
Iity in range of lower pressure values. A theoretical cor-
relation of relative volume reduction in presence and
absence of holes in liquid is presented in figure 3, [6]. We
can see that only at lower pressure values the difference
between two cuwes has an important variation.

At high pressure the two curyes are similar and, in this
range. cr.lrnpression cun'e including vacancies effects can
be ;rpproximated by no vacancies compression curve:

ABp = -.j'i -'-i
r r

A = 8 . 1 0 6

and equation (4) can be rewritten as:

P= B.f ,+, to)
[rr 

rp 
)

( t v \  ( a v \
l = _ , _ l  _ l - _ ' l  + k ,
l v o  )  l v o  )\ / real \ / no hda liquid

o r ? ?
ri .(d^ + 1\ ri,

I + +_:_t___.-.! = I _ _tj* k,
,f .66 + l7 rs

( 1 1 )

(12)

(B)P=Bt l , i , - ,0)
[t ';)

(e)
.5x)

I
(1

81 (
P=  ) ' l

vo- [

1 )- 
e-f )

(7) and li, a constant value depending of initial hole density.

Fig. 3. Relative volume-pressure theoretical conelation ;
a - liquid without hobs, b - liquid vitlt holes,

c - dilference befi,i.,een h and a,
(o = 5.3141O10, €lk = 31?K)

where

v 0 - v p
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In the experimental values of relative reduced volume,
the effect of hole elimination is rncluded too, but the
pressure-volume correlation is written at high pressure,
so a correlation such as

(13)

is imperative.

The relative volume reduction by hole elimination is
depending on pressure value. We accept for this depend-
ence the correlation:

= do. [1 - exf,ap)] (14)

where d6 is holes density at zero pressure and a a con-
stant parameter.

With this assumption, from (9) can be derived a new
formula:

Bi
p= - - t .

v0

I  t  I  1 . . - .' l  { -  , l ( t ) )
l(1-x+do.[1-<xp (op)]Y Q-x+do.[1-exp (@]Y I
l - J

Expressions (9) and (15) are two new formulae for fluids
compression behavior modelling.

3. COMPRESSION EXPERIMENTS

A classical compression test rig working :unttl 1.4 GPa
was used for oils testing. Two typical behaviors of oils
under pressure were detected:

1. When pressure increases, the volume reduction in-
creases continuously and no local change in curve's
slope was detected. In these situations it is assumed
that no solidJiquid state transformation occurs.

2, For some liquids, important changes of curve's slope
were detected at a critical value of pressure and they
were associated with liquid-solid state transition, si-
milar to Ohno, [9].

4. THEORY-EXPERIMENT
CORREI.ATION

from experiments for two Romanian produced oils

C[90EP2 and M30 Super) the values for constants in
proposed formulae were calculated. These values are
presented in the table 1.

Theoretical and semi-empirical correlation of relative
volume with pressure are plotted in figures 4 and 5.

Fig. 4. Theoretical and setni-empiical correlati.onfor
T90EP2 romanian oiL. A - formuln (9),

n- formula (15), x - erpeimental

Fig. 5. 
'fheorelical and semi-etnpirical con"elntbn for

M30 romanian oiL Q - formuln (9),
O - formula ( 1 5), x - erPerimental

CONCLUSION

> The two formulae (9 and l-5) give a good correlation
theory-experiment. More accurary is offered by the
second for:rnula^

> For T90EP2 oil the changes of curve's slope detected
experimentally show a different behavior under pres-
sure and no good precision of approximation can be
obtained over experiment pressure range.

(d'.r
x*xno,.r ' -W 

)n.^

( t , \

W)0"^

Table 1. Approximate values for coefficients

,: Br/Vo. 817vo d0 a
: :  : , :  i  : r 1 : .  r : :

IrAnqr::i;Air.rlyvy!uvl 1.806 10.794 0 . 1 1 2.53

T9OEP2 0.700 1 .541 0 . 1 1 0.888
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L. V. SEWRIN, M. A. TEODORESCU, D. AMARANDEI

Uniformifv Defornnation Coefficnesx$
in The Cold Forming BaII Bean$rxg
Semi-cages

The paper presents the influence of fiction on the uniJbrmity deformation coefficient in tke comtgating wilh
stretching operation of the plane worlqieces for semi-cages in ball- bening processing. This influence was
determined using a mathematical model calculus and was veified with an eqxrirnenta! model based on
comtgated samples with profile stretching with varying roughness, lubicated ancl unlubicated.

Knowing the fiction intluence on the uniformity deformation, the dirnensioitine phase of the ciradar crowru
for a certain manufacturing program is carried out on a computer. The intem.ctl Ciamete.r of a circular crown
will be equal to the efrernal diameter of the circular crown of a semi-cage u-ted for another bearing size from
t he ma nufa ct uing p rogm m.

Thw, the semi-cage cold fomring technolopSt is carried out with small materia!. v,taste, v,'ith a good influence
on the production mateial expenses.

Kelwords: Ball beaing semi-cage, friction, unifurmity defonnatian coefficient.
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Friction Influence on The

l.INTRODUCTION

The sheet metal cold forming technologies for radial
ball-bearing semi-cages exist in variants from strip or
individual workpieces.

The technological variant adopted is determined as
function of the semi-cages dimensions (fig. l), the proces-
sing program, the endowment with technological equip-
ment for cold forming, based on the technical-economic
calculus [1]. The main processing operations frequently
used in these technologies are: cutting, punching, corru-
gation, calibration, burring and polishing.

ltre corrugating operation for the circular crown decrea-
ses the crown's dimensions contained in its plane and to
obtain the appropriate values for the finite piece (fig. 2).

The used material coefficient in processing this group of
pieces is very low as compared to other elements from
ball-bearing constmction, this ranging between 19.5Vo
and 237o.

Lecturer Dr. Eng. Lucian V. SEWRIN
"Stefan cel Mare" Univenity of Suceava,
Professor Dr Eng. MihaiAl. TECDORESCU
"Dunarca de Jos' University of Galatzi,
Lecturer Dr. Eng. Dumitru AMARANDEI
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If we consider the corrugating operation done with tan-
gential stretching and the middle specific elongation e-,
the plane circular croq'n for semi-cage processing will
have the middle diame ie i: -I),11, established by the rela-
tion:

f)h{=
Duo

I t er.,
(1)

The diameter Duo can be calculated as a function of the
dirnensions cf semi-cus:s i2j, and the other dimensions
for the pler i . :  r : i t 'cr .r i ; r r  i "ro\ \ 'n uy thc relat ions:

Dr - (D11,  ,  - - :  - - - ) f ;
!  - -  t ' , , . i : . ,  " t e

/ '
I ) ;=(D1e1, ;  j . ;  )# :  Q)

I  - _  v q . i , ! t l

where:

d " - d ;
b -  t .  is  thc p l ' , : i :  c ' i i , : i - i ; r r  crowrr  widt l t ;

du d; - the external ande internal diameter of the
semi-cage, repspectively;

ase, eio asi, aii - the up;ler respective iuterior deviations
fcr" tlre clirnension of the plane circular
crown (cr":-a;1 | a;r=-ar;)i

vo=0.5 - the Poisson coefficient for the plastic
clei-,;rmailon.
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A.A

Fig. 1

Coroand ondulatb

Fig.2

If the domain in which the middie specific elongation e,
can take values is known, the calculus of the semi-cage
dimensions can be done for a certain manufacturing
program, so that the waste dl'nensions obtained at stam-
ping the sheet metal disc for a plane circular crown to
coincide with the external diameter of the plane circular
crown for processing the other semi-cage dimension
from the manufacturing program (fig. 3). The obtained
semi-cages will have the thici<ness sensibly different ac-
cording to the deformation value applied, thickness that
can be determined bv relation:

si= s ' t l  -  emi) (3)

1hus, more ball-bearings' semi-cages can be processed

from that same sheet metal surface and the efficiency
material coefficient in processing increases.
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2. DETERMINATION OF T}IE h,{IDDLE
SPECIFIC ELONGATION AT COLD
CORRUGATING WITT{ STRETCHING
FOR CIRCUI.AR CRO}IT{ PROCESSING

The middle specific elongation value, r*, varies at the
mld comrgating process in the interval le*rrin , t^^*f,
Because it is necessary to achieve plastic deformation
throught the material thickness of the workpiece and to
limit the springaction, thevalue of e^-6ris3-SVo [3]. The
value of e--ax can be estimated by the relation:

€ m m a x = € m a = 6 . k r . Q . € , (4)

where: e. is the material standard fracture specific elon-
gation of the plane circular crown, determined
according to material;
11 - the used material plasticity coefficient in cor-
rugating operation;
f - the coefficient that emphasizes the corruga-
ting conditions influence on the middle specific
elongation;
k" - coefficient that takes into account the rnate-
rial plasticity decrease due to material cutting at
stamping die.

If we take into account that. for a certain material and
technolory for plane circular crown, kr,r7 and tr do not
depend on the corrugating conditions, then:

€a= ke'  4 '  €r $)

where eo is the admissible specific material elongation in
the area befween the corrugating profiles that it is not in
contact with them (fig. 4), or:

^  - E
E n t a '  I  

'  a a (6)

For the brands of metal used in semi-cages'ball-bearings
processing (N, M, r\3 STAS 9485), the maxirnumvalue
of the used matedal plasticity coefficient in corrugating
operation, for a uniform deforming, is r7^*=0.n-A.82.
The value of the coefficient that takes into account the
material plasticity decrease, due to material cutting at
stamping die s, is k 

"^ ̂ = 0.7 5 - 0. B. These values are accep-
ted at stamping with maximum accepted interstice, that
has the cutting interstice coefficient m=0.25-0.30l7).

The state of stress and stretching of the material in the
corrugating process is identical for these "2" corruga-
tions, Therefore, it is enough to perform the e- calcula-
tion for one corrugation only.

For this calculation, a theoretical deformation model of
a flexible strip among three rylinclers with radius ,R is
suggested. The strip thickness is considered as significant
in comparison with other dimensions, (fig. 4),

The middle specific elongation calculation will take into
account that the length 11 of the material strip is defor-
med without contact with the deformation profiles and
the lengths l. are deformed by friction, with the friction

Tibologt in indtstry, Volume 21, No" I, 1999 "
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coefficient,a betn'een the n:ai*rial slrip and the corruga-
ting profiie s, thus:

2.(2.Af, , . -r
c  -  - - - - . - . - . , . -  - - . - - - , -

t-0

where: AL. i-q the strp ii,ae in contar:t with half of the
coriuga.tne rlr:iile:
A{, I - the stlip :iz: ir'{i: e;:rr ih: ccrrugating pro-
files;
Lo - the: initial sir;p sir-* coriirga-ted rvithout stret-
ching betwee:r thr prr'l;ies.

the value 4J,.. is csirll:rted. by relaiir:n f4l:

I . o  i t l

&l'. .. { r..r'.f- ., i'r. i ;i
0 { l

Thking into ac.count th* reialicn beh"reee. the stress ap-
plied at the ends cf the p.r;t rrf t i :e siir i, ruirici: iswrapped
up on a cylindcr [5], and ihe r:al material characteristic,
orrol = !@.\, yields:

g -€1  "e -Jx i { ! , - f \  e )

where: - li' is the ':iLjai ,'r :'; "'ir'g r:; rrn;lic cf the strip on
the profile;
0 - the currcnt rwaul.rirg uF angie, )ep,0o];
a., - t i ie s;icrif ie c:i;. igatl,:n cf the valuc Lr. '

By substitutica of {'}) in i8'f ;rr,<t pe;lcrmiilg the calcula-
ticu it ciri:rinr:

(t0)

Because e7 is c,rrrideli i  .:r: i j ' , .,.r;;o ih: eicngilt ion be-
tween profi i*s" 11..;. l t is r:;rlcl la.lrd i: ' :,the reiatictn:

AL1=  [ "  '  P '  ( 11 )

L1 cafi be cleternl;red {il'n ihe georreirical conditions
by reiation:

{7)

(B)

(12)
/ 'rrn I- rOS r,l.)

L l = 2 . R . 1  ' -  
^ '  t ,

I  ' ! l : l r l |  . i

2',7



where:

0o = arcsin

and the symbols are according to figure 4.

Also, from the geometrical conditions Lp can be deter-
mined by expression:

(1+a) + (yo-t) '{;fi-" U+"f: j

{ynt)' + (I+a)2

h"
v6=- i*-  l ;

('vn + cos9n )
L o = 4 . R ' l - * :  ^ -  +  0 n i

l. slnag )

and unlubricated, for different profile relative displace-
ments and different initial relative cormgating amplitu-
de.

The curve's analpis from the figure 5 emphasizes the fact
that for the growth of the initial wrapping up angle of the
strip on the profile, 06, (or the growth of the initial
relative amplitude corrugating, /0), the uniformity defor-
mation coefficient decreases to certain rninimum values
due to the increase of the friction deformed length all
along the deformed strip at one corrugation; afterwards,
it starts growing again.

0.9J

n

0.

0.6E

Fig. 7

h o a
Yo= 2R;  

a= 
2R;

(13)

Substituting ( 13), ( 12), ( 11) and ( 10) in (7), ityields:
f  . , . n ^  I

q l ( l -e-" \ 's in0s+ 1t \vs+cas0s)  i  . -  .
ar r r= j '

il | vs + 00'sin0g + cas 06'  U  -U  " . ' - 'U  '  - * ,  "U  
J

The relation (14) defines the connection between e'n and
the parameterc that express the corrugation conditions
when the material deformation betrveen the corrusation
profi les l ias the specific elongation e1.

If the strip is corrugated with stretching unti l t; : en,
then tr,=€n-'*, and the relation (14) becomes:

f  - ,  , . n -  I
% | 1l-'s-u'0\.sitt06+ p"(r,s -r cos0s)l .- -.

c,no = 
).
it | 

'tg r 0r1.sinQgt-co,s011 i
L J

if u'e wntc:

l . -  * u 0 ^  ^ . 1
.  t  l ( l  c n " \ ' s i n 0 1 1  t 1 i \ t ' q t 1 ' r 1 r 0 g \ !  -
{ = -  . i  .  i  ( t o )' 

lt I vs + Os.sitt0s + cat9p I
L I

the relaiion (i5) takes the form ofthe relation (6).

The value of f defined by relation (16) characterizes the
influence of the corrleating with stretching conditions
on the uniformity deformation and it is not influenced by
the rnechanical characteristics of material.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATIONS
CONCERNING THE INFLUENCE OF
THE FRICTION CONDITIONS ON
UNIFO RVIITY D EFOITMATIO N
COEFFICIEI.IT.

The experimental results concerning the influence of the
corrugation conditions on the uniformify deformation
coefficient, f, were drawn on sheet metal samples, mark
A3 K03 STA*S 9485 with a width br=6 mrn, and a thick-
ness s:1 n1m, efl a stand and with the methodology
presented in [11. The graphical representation of these
results is presented in the figures 5, 6,7 and 8.

Those were obtained on szrmples corrugated with stret-
ching on profi les rvith different roughness, lubricated
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4. CONCLUSIONS

By determining the maximum admissible values for the
middle specific elongation on corrugation, €'nn,*, we
find out the limits of the interval where that can take
values, at corrugating processing with stretching of the
circular crown for semi-cage's ball-bearings processing.

By processing the circular crown with different degrees
of deformation, for a certain manufacturing program,
the dimensioning phase is carried out with the computer
in such a way that the internal diameter of a circular
crown should be equal to the external diameter of circu-
lar crown for a semi-cage used for another bearing size
from the manufacturing program.

Thus, the semi-cages cold working technolory is carried
out with small material waste and with a good influence
on the production's material expenses.
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Fig.8

The influence of lubrication function byys,andp on the
uniformity deformation coefficient, results from figures
6,7, and 8.

Thus, the values of the coefficient f decreases with the
growth of the relative displacement coefficient of the
corrugating profiles (a) and with the gowth of the fric-
tion coefficient between the strip and the mmrgating
profiles (n). The least value forf (E^n=0.89) is obtained
at the corrugating with stretching carried out with the
unmoved profiles (a =0), the relative amplitude corruga-
tngys=l and without lubricant between the strip and
the corrugating profiles (p:0.15).

Important values of the uniformity deformation coeffi-
cient have been obtained using the lubricated strip in
deformation with the least wrapping up angle.

The results obtained with the experimental model, cor-
respond well enough with those calculated by the rela-
tion (18).
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J. VI'/IDIC

Influence of Tribological Processes
on The Safety Concerning
The Slipping of Steel Rope oYer
The Driving Pulley

The system of fictional power transmission through the diving pullq is applied in mechanisms for lffing and
moving of load in tmnsport machines, where the load displacement is required to be large. The reliability of
such machines is greatly futluenced by the safety of power transmission between the stecl rope and dnving
pulley. This feature is especially apostrophed on the machines which perform the passenger transport, such as
elevators and ropeways. Safety of power transmission prrcess is defi.ned tlrough the safety factor against
slipping on which, among other facton, signiftcant intluence has the fiction cofficient between the contact
surfaces of stcel rope and diving pulley. In the paper the h{Iuence of the way of contact and the wear of contact
su(aces on the equivalentfiction cofficient was analyzed.

The verification of calculation models was made through lhe comparison of results with the etpeimental
results, achieved through the application of specially daigted device for equivalent friction cofficient deter-
minati.on. The procedure for dctermination of albwed wear of diving pullq with V-shaped groove, under
different elevator atploitation conditioru, was prcsatted Also, the value of "static" safety factor against slipping
as a function of basic elevator parameters was defined, what is of a great importance for elevaton. design phase.

Keywords: Diving pulley, frictbn cofficient, groove wear, elertators, ropeways

l.INTRODUCTION

Ti'ibological processes (friction andwear) are of essential
importance for safety in exploitation of transport and
lifting machines with driving pulley. Of a special impor-
tance is defining the safety conditions regarding the
devices for transport ofpassengers (elevators and rope-
ways). In aim to hinder the rope slipping over the driving
pulley, because of the required safe operation and the
desired rope life-time, it is necessary to obtain already in
design process the defined conditions which ensure the
reliability of power transmission using these elements -
these conditions are usuallycomprised in theterm"safety
factor regarding rope slipping".Its increasing is obtained
by increasing the contact pressure according to the cho-
sen pulley groove shape, but the influence of the increa-
sed pulley groove wear has to be taken into account, too.
In order to mnfirm the adequacy of the theoretical con-
siderations regarding the frictional power transmission
phenomena, the experimental determining of friction
coefficient with various rope diameters and types, groove
shapes and contact surface hardness has been conducted.

DrJovanWadic, v.prcf.
Faculty of Tecfutical Scbnces,
Try D. Obradovica 6, Novi Sad
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2. SAFETY FACTOR REGARDING ROPE
SLIPPING

Basic characteristic of the driving pulley power transmis-
sion is load transfer due to friction, between steel wire
rope and drivingpulley. Most frequentlyused expression
for the safety factor regarding rope slipping differ from
each other as a result of different ways of defining them,
but they all define the surplus of the driving pulley dra-
wing ability in relation to the required value under ope'
ratinc conditions:

s2 '@P'"-  17
eL= ----S';:"5;"-'-'

S7 - !t'q

5 " '  Q a  s  e '

where: ,S,, {r 
- forces in on-going and off-going rope

. sectlons,
pc - reduced friction coefficient,

Sln  *  S2 '  sa 'd
92=S=s7

l s7+s2 l  , ( " \as= 
lit_ irl',rV )

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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a - wrapping angle on the driving pullen
g + a

9a = 
7 _ o' 

dYnamic factor,

4 g - pulley acceleration and gravitational acce-
leration, respectively.

For all of these equations minimal required values mast
be known. The mmparison between their limit valueg
according to their definitions, shows the considerable
differencesbetween the correspondingsizes of the safety
regions which prevent the rope slipping over the driving
pulley. The increase of the driving pulley drawing ability
can be obtained by increasing: the tension force in the
other rope end (S2), friction coefficient (u) or wrap
round angle (a), But each of these possibilities repre-
sents the complex system of interactive influencing fac-
tors. Thispaperdealswith the influence of the equivalent
friction coefficient only. Its increasing is obtained by
increasing the contact pressure according to the chosen
pulley groove shape, but the influence of the increased
pulley groove wear has to be taken into account, too. In
aim to confirm the adequacy of the theoretical conside-
rations regarding the frictional power transmission phe-
nomena, the e4perimental determining of friction coef-
ficient with various rope diameters and t1pes, groove
shapes and contact surface hardness has been conducted.

Acmrding to the deplanation theory [1], the load trans-
fer in driving pulley represents the combination of two
limit cases - the states of the elastic slipping of the first
and of the second kind.

This model of load transfer phenomena can be used also
for explaining the forming of corresponding angles of
slipping and relative standstill on a driving pulley, in
cases of greater (Fig.la) and smaller force (Fig.lb) in the
coming rope end in comparison with a force in the
leaving rope end regardless the ratio of forces in coming
and Ieaving rope ends,

2.1. Pulley drawing ability and equivalent
- friction coeflicient

Driving pulley drawing ability can be defined as a ratio
of maximum possible force in the coming rope end and
a force in the leaving rope end:

Figu.rc 1, Disnibutbn of forca and dtaraaeristic
rcgions on ke drivingpulley

because of its frequent use in pulleys of vertical lifting
slatems.

The possibility of power transmission using driving pul-
ley, as a function of groove shape, is usually expressed
through the value of equivalent friction mefficient. The
contact pressure distribution between the rope and the
driving pulley is as usually presumed to be the form of a
sinus - function [Thiman 1982]:

p = p^. sing

with:p,' - maximal pressure value.

(6)

This assumption satisfies only for approximate descri-
bing of a real distribution. It stands in a relatively good
accordance with experimental results for flat contact,
rounded groove androunded groovewith narrow under-
cut. Using of this distribution for rounded groove with
wider undercut and for V-shaped grooves leads to con-
siderable disagreement with experimental results becau-
se of the neglected influence of rope cross-section defor-
mation. On the basis of the force equilibrium in a radial
cross-section of a rounded groove with an undercut
(Fig.2.) as a universal groove shape that contains the
characteristics of all other groove shapes, the common
expression for the equivalent friction coefficient is:

l.uo.sinlr-si$
p =

6 - p + sin6 - sinp + ps. (cosB - cosQ
(7)

The expressions for equivalent friction coefficient for the
groove shapes are:

> V-shaped

lto (8)P _

(s)

what as the boundary value corresponds to the expres-
sion (4).

Acmrding to eq. (2), the increase of the dtirittg pulley
drawing ability can be obtained by increasing the friction
coefficient or wrap round angle or indirectly by increa-
sing the contact pressure between rope and pulley (using
special snatching devices, auxiliary ropes, etc.). The in-
fluence of the pulley groove shape is here discussed,

Tibologt in industry, Volume 21, No. l,1999.

ti"!+ uo. cotr,

> rounded

4 .  po
p=.;;.i..:.i; (e)
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Figurc 2. General cornputation rnodel

> rounded with undercut

Figre 3. Charaaeristics of wearing of rte V-shaped grcove

T ,,,,
rcrfie.ao)

Bringing these e4pressions into the_.expression (8), for
V-shaped groove, enables determining thevalue of equi-
valentfrictioncoefficient as a function of vertical displa-
cement of rope cross-section center, which can be used
as a measure of groove wearing as shown on diagram in
Fig.a [5].

As a consequence of wearing, the pulley drawing ability
decreases during exploitation towards the value for roun-
ded groove. That is the reason for undercutting the
V-shaped groove (Fig.4b) with the value of friction coef-
ficient as follows:

n*.'r4-"4
,=i: -'.:"r? '2* 'h,

Lz.arcsrr?*'n'- =;fu? -q)p -
6 - B + sin| - sinB + ps. (cosB - cosS)

(10)

The equatiorui are acquired based on the equations (8-
10), by omitting the elements withpo.

2.2 Influence of groove wear on the
equivalent friction coeflicient

It is necessary to analpe the influence of groove sides
wear on the pulley drawing ability, i.e. on the value of
equivalent friction coefficient. Fig.3 shows two charac-
teristic cases of wearing the contact surfaces of such
grooves. On the basis of Fig.3 the characteristic angles
can be expressed as:

* - J' - y + Laro',,,(, -+ .ri"|l to, t. -] er)O = {  t  w  - t

[n 
\ / tork>m)

Figare 4. a) Change of tlu equivahnt ftiction coffrcimt duting weaing of the V-shaped groove and
b)V+haped groove with undercutting
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with: b - value of undercutting the V-shaped groove.

In aim to proof the adequacy of using the described
mathematical model for determining the influence of the
contact surfaces shape on the pulley drawing ability and
correctness of transfer phenomena assumption, the ex-
perimentswere performed. Fig.5 shows the experimental
device.

In table 1 the average friction coefficient values for the
case ofnew rope and new pulley are shown.

Figure 5. Senp for qerimennl invatigation of the equivalcnt fric-
tion cofficient and weariltg gtoove

Table 1. The average fiction cofficient values

3. DETERMINATION OF REDUCED
FRICTION COEFFICIENT LIMIT
VALUES AND SECURITY
COEFFICIENTS

Using the expressions (1)-(4) the reduced friction mef-
ficient limit values and safety coefficient against slipping
of the rope on the driving pulley can be determined.

According to the expression (2), minimum reduced fric-
tion coefficient value, which still provides that the rope
does not slip over the pulley is:

Tibologt in indtstry, Volume 21, No. l,I999.

(14)

wherc:dfu = 0.92.a - maximum allowed value of ela-
stic slipping on the contact length rope - pulley -
force ratio for the on-going and off-going rope
section for the case of static load.

On the base of real load values and the shape of rope-
pulley contact for the certain case it is possible, under the
application of equation (14) and of diagram shown in fig.
4, to determine maximum allowed wear of pulleyworking
surface (for V-shaped groove) and the moment when it
is necesary to replace worn out pulley. For instance, for

the basic elevator parameters:

7

6

5

1

J

2

a 0,, 0l 0,5 0F 0,7 0,8 rr

Figure 6. Value for static safety coefi,cient
agahtt slipping

Fo = 0.09 , Y= 35o , Q = T ,

a = aMAy= l.l .(i
,s

and rope diameter/12 mm, allowed wear is k=0.72mm
with rcducedfriction cofficient value p^;1:0.21. On the
other side, for the same elevator parameters, under the
acceleration limitation (for instance through the appli-
cation of the new flyrheel or new control device) on the

value of a = 0.5 .; allowedwear isk=2.4mmwith redu-
,s-

(13)

I . f[sr) Ilmin= A ^llt;) 'rol
L S r t

el -1s,
\ -/sR

:':::::::::.:':.i:::::::::::::::i:.:i:ir:.ir::i..ii::.:r:::::::i::::::::::l

:,::': ::::iii:trg utval:enl::i:::: :i::i::i
:Uoeffi cie hf :fiiicti'oni

',::i.,i::;i.f lat ..::i:,i::ii.,,,.,.,.,,'.,.,.i i,,,i,,.,.,:,',',.,.V$na6ea.l,::,. :i flet

: j:i:,.iiigs?:::;i:i:lili jrf F,25i:i::i t::,.:;y=.45.!.:.i:

6u;rl:nuludaiJa:iiiiii..::.Fsn 0.238 0.546 0.659 0.735 0.134 o.454 0.646 i 0.982

'i$Ur.[d-Ut$.:i.i',:..ii.ii.rr;:.i..ir.iiilllsn o.278 0.694 0,951 1.O22 0 , 1 1 3 * o.720 0.740 i -**
: : : :::::: i : i :: | : | | : :: : l :: a: : : : : : ;:::: I l : r: : :::::: : I i  : 

. :.: : j  : : : :

.$;1i0ii j.not..c.oat ::::,:::i: !tsn 0.237 0.491 0.701 0.804 0.196 0.461 0.665 | 0.976

* Pulley and rope not sufficiently ungreased, ** No results obtained, rope tended to get'bedged" in the groove
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ced friction coefficient valve pMrN = 0.173.It should be
noted that exceeding of limit wear values of pulley wor-
king surface does not affect elevators functioning safety,
but leads to speedy wear progress of rope and pulleS
what in the exploitation leads to the misaligpment of
elevator cabin floor to the building floors, even with loads
which are less ttran nominal load (especially when the
cabin is empty),

Eased on of e4pression (1) it is possible to define mini-
mum value for safety coefficient against slipping for
static mnditions in the form:

eF'o - I
?st= 9d'-  r-- ,  

'  (15)
e ' * - Q d

This expression is of great importance for the elevator
designing phase because it makes it possible to determi-
ne main driving mechanism parameters when only basic
data about the elevator cabin weight and the counter-
weight are known. In fig.6 the diagram psr=f|t) for the
case of wrapping an$e a=n.

4. CONCLUSION

The importance of tribological processes during desi-
gning the specific transport machines has been conside-
red. Special survey has been performed regarding the
problems of power transmission using friction and the
influence of contact surfacewearing on the drivingpulley
drawing ability. The procedure for determining the real

values of equivalent friction mefficient for different pul-
ley groove shapes has been shown.

It is of a gteat importance to be able to accurately
determine the moment when it is going to be necessary
to replace the worn out pulley with the new one. It is
possible to achieve that through the determination of the
allowed wear (&) for given elevator driving mechanism
parameters.

Separate problem, only mentioned in introduction, is
determining of competent values of safety factor regar-
ding rope slipping as an important parameter for desi-
gning machines with driving pulley.
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